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AN UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE ON HYPERBOLIC SPACE

LIMIN SUN

(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. In this paper, we establish an uncertainty principle on hyperbolic

space H" = SOe(n, l)/SO(n), which prohibits / from being confined to

small neighborhoods around any point in H" under certain assumptions on

the Fourier transform /, where / is a normalized L1 function on H" .

0. Introduction

For a function / e L2(R") with ||/||2 = 1, let / be its Fourier transform.

The classical Heisenberg uncertainty principle asserts that the product of the

variances of the probability measures \f(x)\2dx and \f(x)\2dx is larger than
an absolute constant. Recently, Strichartz [3] gave a new generalization of the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, and posed a question: what conditions on

the Fourier transform of a normalized L2 function will force the variance of

\f(x)\2dx to be large? As the author stated in his paper, this question makes

sense in any context in which some sort of Fourier transform is defined. On the

other hand, the Fourier transform on hyperbolic space Hn = SOe(n, l)/SO(n)
can be defined following Helgason [1]. This naturally leads us to consider the

above question on //" in the present paper.

1. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, we use ch, sh, and th as the simplified notations

for cosh, sinh, and tanh respectively.

Let G = SOe(n, 1) be the identity component of the group SO(n, 1) =

{g e GL(n + 1,R); gln,ig' = h,i}, where /„,. = diag(l, ... , 1, -1) e
GL(n + 1, R). The group K = SO(n) is naturally imbedded in SOe(n, 1).
It is well known that X = SOe(n, l)/SO(n) is a Riemannian symmetric space

which is usually denoted by Hn and called hyperbolic space.

For further discussions, we take the open unit ball as a model for H" , i.e.,

X = {x = (xx, ... , x„) e R" ; \x\ < 1} with Riemannian structure ds2 =

4(1 - \x\2)~2(dxx -\-h dx2), where | • | denotes the Euclidean norm in R" .
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Then the G-invariant measure on X is given by

dx = (2(1 - \x\2)-1)" dxx ■ ■ ■ dx„ ,

where dxx ■ ■ ■ dx„ is the Lebesgue measure on R" ; and the ^-invariant mea-

sure db on the boundary B (= S"~x) is the standard surface element on

Sn~x. The geodesic distance from x e X to the origin o e X is given by

,n ,,       »,    ,     l + \x\      .       .(d(o,x)\        .
(1) d(o, x) = log l_<    ,    i.e., thl      2      1 =|x|.

Let (x, b) be the (signed) distance from o to the horosphere passing through

x e X and b e B . A simple geometric observation shows that

(2) e{x-b) = (l-\x\2)/\x-b\2.

The Fourier transform / of a function / 6 C0X(X) is defined by

f(X, b)= I e(-a+(n-W{x'Vf(x)dx   for X e C and beB.
Jx

According to the general result by Helgason (cf. [2]), we have

Theorem A. The mapping f —> f extends to an isometry from L2(X, dx) onto

L2(R+xB, \C(r)\~2 drdb). Here, C(-) is Harish-Chandra's c-function.

2. Statement of the result

Let {rk} be a series of real numbers satisfying the following conditions:

do/2<rx<do<i,        0 < rk+x - rk <d0,     k = l,2,...,

lim rk = +00.
k—»oo

(3)

Set
OO

(4) F= {J{(r,b)eR+xB;r = rk}.
k=l

A measure m(r, b)drdb on R+ x B can be induced on the submanifold E

in the following manner:

f h(r, b)m(r, b)drdb = V / h(rk, b)m(rk , b) db.
Je k=x Je

The main result of this paper is as follows.

Theorem 1. Let rk (k = 1, 2, ...) and E be given as in (3) and (4) respec-

tively. Suppose that f e L2(X, dx) with \\f\\2 = 1. Fix an e e (0, 1). Then
for any sufficiently small c > 0, there exists a constant c' such that

mf max (J d(x, y)2\f(x)\2dx, j d(x, y)2+2E\f(x)\2 dx^j > c'd^2

provided that

j \f(r,b)\2-\C(r)\2drdb<cd0-x.
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Remark 1. Actually, we can choose c' = (2(1 - v/3"C*c))2/(3"+2C*C(e)) for

any 0 < c < (3nC*)~1, where C* = ch2(2n) • (n + 1)"~2 and C(e) =

2(l + 16/e)2.

3. Some lemmas

For our purpose, we need an asymptotical estimation about the Harish-

Chandra function.

Proposition 1. Let C(r) be the Harish-Chandra function in Theorem A. Then

there exist constants a and ß dependent only on the dimension n such that

arh~x < \C(r)\-2 < ßr"~x for r > 1, and ar2 < \C(r)\-2 < ßr2 for 0 < r < 2.

Proof. We know from [5] that there exists a constant Cn dependent only on n

such that, for r e R,

\C(r)\~2 = Cn

and

r2 + r2 +
2m - 3

r • Xh(nr),        n = 2m,

n = 2m + 1.\C(r)\-2 = Cn-r2(r2+l)---(r2 + (m-l)2),

Hence, the conclusion follows.

Remark 2. In fact, one can choose  a  =  7tC„(ch2(27r)2"-2)-1   and  ß  =

nCn(4 + (n- 3)2/4)("-2'/2. Note that ß/a < C*.

Lemma 1. Let {rk} be given as in (3). If mo = 0 and mk = \(rk + t"k+i) for
k > 1, then

/•"•Ar

|C(rfc)|2/      \C(r)\-2dr<(3nC*)d0.

Proof. (I) The case k > 2. By the mean value theorem about integration, there

exists tk e (mk-X, m^ such that

(5) \C(rk)\2 /      \C(r)\-2dr = (mk-mk-X)\C(rk)/C(tk)\2.

But, mk-mk-x = (rk+i-rk)/2 + (rk-rk-X)/2 < d0 < 1, and mk-X >rx >d0/2

for k > 2. Hence (note that rk, tk e (mk-X, m^),

(6) Vk/tk\ < mklmk-x = [1 + (mk - mk-X)/mk-X] < 3.

Moreover, rk, tk > 1 if mk-X > 1, and rk, tk < 2 if m^_i < 1. Thus, one
gets from (5), (6), and Proposition 1 that

\C(rk)\2 \C(r)\~2dr<C*

and

\C(rk

mk-i

rmk

n-l

do<(l"-lC*)do   if mjk_i > 1,

)|2 /       \C(r)\
Jmk_\

~2dr<C*
n-l

do<(9C*)d0   ifmk-x<l.

(II) The case k = 1. Since mo = 0 and do/2 < rx < mx < 3do/2. Applying
Proposition 1, a simple calculation shows

i»mi /»mi[■mx fini

\C(ri)\2 I     \C(r)\-2dr<C*rx2 I    r2dr
Jo Jo

= C*(mx/rx)2(mx/3)<(9C*)d0.

The proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
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Lemma 2. Let {rk}, {mk} be given as in Lemma 1. Write

ak

rmk   çn

Jn     J ri

rmk   j-mk

'rk     Jrk

C(r)

C(t)
dtdr, -I" fmk-, •imk_\

C(r)

C(t)
dtdr.

Then ak < (3nC*/4)d0l for k > 1, and bk < (3nC*/4)d$ for k>2.

Proof. Again by the mean value theorem, there exist tk and Sk e (rk , m¿.) such
that

ak = (mk - rk)2\C(sk)/C(tk)\2 < (d0/2)2\C(sk)/C(tk)\2.

The remaining arguments are the same as those used in the proof of Lemma 1

(the case k > 2). Since mo is not involved, we can deal with bk in a similar
way.

Lemma 3. Let {/*;}, {m^ be given as in Lemma 1. If f is the Fourier

transform of a function f on X, then for k > 1,

1^1(5,0)^)   \C(r)\~2dr
Lk.\lrk \ds

ds
(s,b) \C(s)\~2ds.

Proof. For convenience, write du(r) = \C(r)\ 2dr.   The Holder inequality
simply yields

d2
dr

du(s),(£(^)<s-4,rfs) -p{r-rúL

where p(r, rk) = fr \C(s)\2 ds . Changing the order of the integration, we get

r ( f (d-l
Lk_x  \Jrk   \dr/

¡■rk

(7) < /
J m¡,_

+

'Wk-I

l-mk

■'rk

dr

(s,b)ds\   \C(s)\~2ds

2

(S,b)

Si«"«

du(s) /      -p(r, rk)du(r)
Jmk-¡

2

du(s) /     p(r, rk)du(r).
Js

However, it follows from Lemma 2 that, for k > 1 and rk <s <mk,

rmk    rmk C(s)

C(r)
ds dr = ak<

pmk pmk    i-i

(8) /     p(r,rk)du(r)< /
Js Jrk      Jrk

Similary, for k > 2 and mk_x < s <rk ,

(9) f    -P(r, rk) du(r) <bk< (^) d

(T)dl
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Finally, for 0 < r < rx < 1,

-p(r, n) =  Í' \C(t)\2dt < a~x H t~2dt < (ar)~x

and hence, for 0 < s < rx < d0,

(10) J*-p(r,rx)du(r)<£J\-dr<(ÇÇ-Yd2.

Now, Lemma 3 can be derived from (7)-(10) immediately.

Let R(x) = log[(l + |x|2)/(l - |x|2)]. Then,

475

(H)

and

R(x) < log[(l + |x|)2/(l - \x\2)] = d(o, x),

(12) log(l - |jc|2)/|jc - b\2 = ~{R(x) + log[|x - b\2/(l + \x\2)]}.

For b = (bx,..., b„) e Sn~x and / = (/,,..., /„) e Z%, let A,(b) = (¿>i)''

• • • (b„)ln and \l\ = lx-\-\-ln. By Taylor's expansion,

<13>   "*rñf="*
2x-b

l + \x\2

oo     .

-HklZCkAi(b)Qk,i(x),k
k=l      \l\=k

where 0k = k\/(h!)•••(/„!) and QkJ(x) = (2\x\/(l + \x\2))kAl(x'), x' = x/\x\.

Lemma 4. Let f be the Fourier transform of a function f on X. Then, for any
0<e< 1,

Jr+xfi dr
(r,b) \C(r)\'¿drdb

< C(e)max ^d(o, x)2\f(x)\2dx, J d(o, x)2+2e\f(x)\2dx) .

Proof. A direct calculation together with (12) and (13) shows

{»){r 'b) = -' L (log \x^w)ñx) {\x^bT2) dx

OO       *

= -i(Rf)(r, 6) - » £ £ E ClkA,{b){&jf){r, b).
k=l      \l\=k

But> E|/|=/t CkAi(b)2 = (b2 + --- + b2)k = 1. Hence, by Holder's inequality we

get that, for any 0 < e < 1,

m'<_2\m + cot il±^ yj ci,C,/i4 ,
\    /       { k=l \l\=k J

where Cx(e) = Y%L\ l/k(l + logk)x+e.  This fact together with Theorem A
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shows that

/

d2
dr

(r,b) \C(r)\~2drdb

<2 x)2\f(x)\2dx

+c,(«) /E('+'°eA:)'"E c[\Qk,,{xfmx)fdx
k=l I/IpppppppppA:

However, a simple calculation yields that

¿t=l |/|=* fc=l

<d(o,x)2 + Yi{l+l0këk)l+EM2J(o,x)2^,

k>2

where Af/tj8 = maxr>o{th(r)fe/>1+£}. Obviously, Mk¡e < 1 for all /c > 2.

If 7k £ is a stable point of Xh(r)k/rx+e then r¿. e must satisfy the equation

2rk = (l +e)ch(2r). Hence, rk,e >{log(k-l) and Mk,E < [2/log(fc - l)]1+e
for k > 4. Finally, we get

|2

JR+ xB %Y^\C(r)\~2drdb

<2(l + Cx(e) + Cx(e)C2(e))

xmax(íd(o,x)2\f(x)\2dx, Í d(o, x)2+2e\f(x)\2dx) ,

where C2(e) = 6 + 41+£ E*>4(1 +logA:)l+£/A:(log(A:- l))2+2£. It is easy to check

that C\(e) < 2/e and C2(e) < 6 + 27/e. This completes the proof.

4. Proof of the theorem

First, we note the following fact that can be derived from the formulas in [ 1,

pp. 197, 418].

Proposition 2. For a function f on X, let fg(x) = f(gx), g e SOE(n, I).
Then

(i)
fg(X,b)=eW-lV2X*°>s»f(X,gb),

(ii)

[\fg(X,b)\2db= [\f(X,b)\2db.
Jb Jb

Now, we begin to prove Theorem 1. Suppose that / is a function on X such

that Jx(d(o, x))2+2e\f(x)\2 dx < oo (if not, there is nothing to prove). Note

the identity:

f(r,b) = f(rk,b) +I'M(s, b) ds.
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An application of Minkowski's inequality together with Lemmas 1 and 2 yields

/       \f(r,b)\2\C(r)\-2dr

1/2

1/2

< I/O* , b)\ \C(rk)\~x +   \C(rk)\2 /      \C(r)\~2dr
\ Jrnk_\ )

'£({(^M)^!|cwr!*

Aß\}(~. am int.. y

+

<Cx-d^\f(rkb)\\C(rk)\

+c2 . do [ r
\ Jnimk_, &<•••»

1/2

\C(s)\~2ds

where Ci = 2C2 = (3"C*)^2. Another application of Minkowski's inequality

together with Theorem A and Lemma 4 shows that

1= (7       \f(r,b)\2\C(r)\-2drdb]
\JR+xB /

<Cxdll2(jß^\f(rk,b)\2\C(rk)\-2db

1/2

+ C2d{

(14)
'»/, xi

Of
dr

(s,b)

1/2

\C(s)\~2dsdb

1/2

<Cxdll2(j\f(r,b)\2\C(r)\-2drdb

+ C2C(e)1/2i/0maxJ ( f d(o, x)2\f(x)\2 dx

^d(o, x)2+2e\f(x)\2dx
1/2'

Any y e X can be written as y = go , g e SOe(n, 1). Proposition 2 implies

that (14) remains true when d(o, x) is replaced by d(x, y). Hence, Theorem

1 is a direct consequence of (14).

Let /(X) be the space consisting of radial functions on X . For / e I(X),
one can define its spherical transform by

f(X) = / f(x)<j>_k(x)dx,       Ux) = [ *(«+•>-»>/*><*.»></&.
Jx Jb

Note that f(X, b) = f(X) for / e I(X), and ¡Bdb=l. Consequently,

Theorem 2. Let {rk} be given as in (3) and r_k = -rk , k = 1,2, ... . Suppose

that f e I(X) n L2(X)  with \\f\\2 = 1.   Fix an e e (0, 1).   Then for any
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sufficiently small c > 0, there exists constant c' such that

infxmax(íd(x,y)2\f(x)\2dx, Í d(x, y)2+2'\f(x)\2dx) >c'd{

provided that £^_oo \C(rk)\~2\f(rk)\2 < c ■ d0~x.

2
0

5. A FURTHER RESULT

Obviously, for a radial function / on X, one should study its confinement

to some annular neighborhood N¿(R) = {x e X ; \d(o, x) - R\ < ô} ; i.e., we

hope to get the lower bound for

f \d(o,x)-R\2\f(x)\2dx,        R>0,
Jx

under suitable conditions on the Fourier transform of /. Here, we present an

example to explain this point.

Let us consider X for n = 3. In this case, |C(A)|_2 = (2n)~3X2 for X > 0,
and

<p_x(x) = 2n [ (chr - shr • cosd)-x+iX(sind)"-2 d6
(15) 70

= -4n sin(Xr)/X sh(r)   for d(o, x) = r.

Calculating under the geodesic coordinates, we have dx = (sh r)2 dr dw , where

dw is the standard surface element on S2. Hence, each radial function f(x) e

I(X) n L2(X, dx) corresponds to a function Ff(r) e L2dd(/Î, dr) such that

f(x) = Ff(r)/sh(r) for r = d(o, x), where L2dd(Z?, dr) denotes the space

consisting of odd functions which are square integrable on R .

Proposition 3. The mapping: f —> Ff is an isometry from I(X) n L2(X, dx)

onto L2dd(/?,¿r/2). Moreover, f(X) = -i(2n)~xl2\C(X)\ • Ff(X) for X> 0,

where f is the spherical transform of f and Ff is the Euclidean Fourier trans-

form of Ff.

Proof. The first assertion is obvious. In the present case, \C(X)\~2 = (2n)'iX2

for X > 0. By (15) a direct calculation shows

f(X) = J f(x)(P.i(x)dx = -i (If) |+0° Ff(r)e-ardr

= i(2n)-x'2\C(X)\Ff(X),       X>0.

Theorem 3. Let {rk} be given as in (3). Suppose that f e I(X) n L2(X, dx)

with \\f\\2 = 1. Then for any 0 < ô < 1,

i RS2
(16) inf     / \d(x,y)-R\2\f(x)\2dx>-jT,

yex,R>oJx d¿

provided that ££1, !/(>*• )|2|C(rfc)|-2 < (1 -S2)/2nd0. Here, X is three dimen-
sional hyperbolic space.

Proof. Since the measure dx is invariant, (16) is equivalent to

(17) inf / \d(o, x) -R\2\f(x)\2dx > ^.
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By Proposition 3, we need only show

1   /*°° RS2
Sïjl |,-í|!|f'|,)|1*^-

Again by Proposition 3, one sees that

f \     V* 1 I")

\ E i^)i2]   =(ei^)I2)
v     fc=-oo / \k=\ I

(oo \  ^/^

27r£|M)|2|C(/-fc)r2J      ̂ 77T-

The conclusion follows from the result by Strichartz in [3, p. 98].

Remark 3. It would be interesting to know whether the conclusion in Theorem

3 is valid in general hyperbolic space. To deal with this problem will require a

new technique since the one we used relies on the particular expression of the

spherical function.
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